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Indiana's online university addresses the financial burdens of
college with charitable endeavor
INDIANAPOLIS -WGU
Indiana announced today the establishment
of the High Touch Fund, a charitable reserve for students facing
financial obstacles. The High Touch Fund, the first charitable fund
organized by the online university, will receive its initial donations in
conjunction with Giving Tuesday and the season of giving.
"We have made college affordability and accessibility our central
focus; that is why we have not raised tuition since WGU Indiana's
establishment in 201 O,"said Chancellor Allison Barber. "Despite the
low cost of tuition, other financial troubles occasionally befall our
students. The High Touch Fund will make an enormous impact on the
lives of those students by helping them purchase and maintain the
necessary tools to succeed."
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WGU Indiana's student body is largely comprised of nontraditional
students, 73% of whom come from underserved communities. Stories
of these students, who often struggled to earn their degrees due to
circumstances outside of their control, inspired the university to act.
The High Touch Fund will cater to students who need a financial boost
in order to continue their academic journey.
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"The WGU Indiana High Touch Fund will help students stay on track
with their education by broadening access to computers and highspeed internet, among other tools," added Madonna Tritle, one of the
first donors to the fund. "I am proud to help WGU build a bridge to
students of need and I would implore others to join me."
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The combination of low tuition costs and the substantial impact of a
WGU Indiana diploma has yielded an average two-year return on
investment for undergraduate alumni. Donations made to the High
Touch Fund are tax-deductible and will go directly to WGU Indiana
students. To learn more and to donate, visit the fund's landing page .
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WGU Indiana is an accredited online university offering online bachelor's and
master's degree programs.
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